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FormFire
A Better Way to Explore Your Benefit Options

What FormFire does for the Employer
FormFire allows you and your employees to apply and buy coverage with any carrier - all in one online place. It is designed to work
with any benefit application and is accepted by all major carriers. Simply decide which carriers you’d like to shop, and your broker
can set up the rest of the process online.

How does FormFire work?
SINGLE POINT OF ENTRY
Never ask your employees to complete paper application
forms again!

SAFE AND SECURE
FormFire is HIPAA compliant and regularly audited by
third party security experts, ensuring you and your
employees’ data is secure.

DO MORE WITH LESS
FormFire processes more applications in less time, giving
you more time to do what you do best: work on your
own business.

Simple - Alpha will provide you with the materials to get started online.
From there, you and your employees are guided through the application
process automatically. All can finish immediately, or go back at any time
to complete things. Once every employee is done, your broker will be able
to send completed enrollments to as many carriers as you like. And for
the next renewal, you and your employees just simply update their data
online—no need to re-enter.
Form Fire is revolutionizing the way employees and employers apply for
and buy benefits coverage.

REAL-TIME MONITORING
FormFire allows you to automate the process of
monitoring employee progress and see which employees
have finished or need more time.

SAVE TIME
FormFire is one process to complete where all the
information is saved. At next renewal, you and your
employees won't need to re-enter their data. A quick
update is all that's required.

ACCEPTED AND PREFERRED
Because FormFire interfaces with actual carrier
processes, all major carriers accept FormFire. And
because the information is so complete, many carriers
prefer and process FormFire groups faster.

For more information call 216-520-3300 or visit our website www.TheAlphaGA.com

